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What the Future Holds
The Book of Life
Ever since the release of Discovery
of Witches and Shadow of Night,
Books 1 and 2 in the “All Souls”
trilogy by Deborah Harkness, we
have eagerly awaited the final
installment. Our wait is now over
with the release of The Book of Life
($28.95, Viking, 9780670025596), the
deeply satisfying finale. After travel-
ing through time in Book 2, historian and witch Diana
Bishop and vampire scientist Matthew Clairmont return
to the present to face new crises and old enemies. With
themes of power and passion, family and caring, past
deeds and their present consequences, the couple at last
learn what the witches discovered so many centuries ago
using ancient knowledge and modern science. If you’ve
enjoyed Harry Potter, Twilight, and the Outlander series,
you’ll love this one!

The Queen of the Tearling
A new fantasy classic in the making, if The Queen of the
Tearling ($26.99, Harper, 9780062290366), Erika
Johansen’s debut, is any indication. On her nineteenth
birthday, Princess Kelsea Raleigh Glynn, raised in exile,
sets out on a perilous journey back to the castle of her
birth to ascend her rightful throne. Plain and serious, a
girl who loves books and learning, Kelsea
bears little resemblance to her mother,
the vain and frivolous Queen Elyssa. But
though she may be inexperienced and
sheltered, Kelsea is not defenseless —
around her neck hangs the Tearling sap-
phire, a jewel of immense magical power;
and accompanying her is the Queen’s
Guard, a cadre of brave knights. Kelsea
will need them all to survive a cabal of
enemies who will use every weapon to
prevent her from wearing the crown. The
quest to save her kingdom and meet her
destiny has only just begun — if only she
can survive.

The Bone Clocks
Following a scalding row with
her mother, fifteen-year-old
Holly Sykes slams the door on
her old life. But Holly is no typ-
ical teenage runaway: A sensitive
child once contacted by voices
she knew only as “the radio peo-
ple,” Holly is a lightning rod for
psychic phenomena. Now, as she

wanders deeper into the English countryside, visions and
coincidences reorder her reality until they assume the
aura of a nightmare brought to life. For Holly has caught
the attention of a secret clique of dangerous mystics —
and their enemies. But her lost weekend is merely the
prelude to a shocking disappearance that leaves her fam-
ily irrevocably scarred. This unsolved mystery will echo
through every decade of Holly’s life, affecting all the peo-
ple Holly loves — even the ones who are not yet born. A
master of interconnected tales, David Mitchell will leave
you spell-bound when you read his latest novel, The Bone
Clocks ($30, Random House, 978-1400065677). Avail. 9/2
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The “Dog Days of Summer” are
known for heat, so we welcome some
shade and respite from the intensity
of the sun. The book business has also
experienced some heat over the past
few months, as you’ve likely read
about the heated exchanges between
Amazon and Hachette Publishing

Group. Our attention is usually drawn to a blockbuster author or the
discovery of an amazing new writer, but we can’t ignore the power
plays between these major corporate forces in the book industry.

All of our colleagues with independent bookstores have watched with
interest to see a large publisher like Hachette stand up against
Amazon. Rather than simply agree to the demands made by Amazon,
Hachette asked to negotiate terms of sale. When Amazon didn’t
budge, Hachette held firm. Amazon then began making Hachette
titles harder for customers to order. Successful Hachette authors like
James Patterson and Malcolm Gladwell have spoken up in support of
Hachette’s decision and other publishers are nervously watching on
the sidelines, wondering if they might be the next target in Amazon’s
cross-hairs.

This appears to be a part of the greater “Race to Cheap” that has
been playing out in many industries. Single corporations that have
secured a sizable part of the market begin flexing muscles …
demanding better deals and punishing vendors if their demands are
not met — for the sake of corporate profits than consumer benefits.

There is no doubt there have been efficiencies gained in the book
business over time, yet the process is still labor intensive. Writers cre-
ate their work, sometimes spending years on a single book. Agents
scout for great writers. Publishers edit, design, produce, and intro-
duce new works. Distributors stock and ship books. And bricks-and-
mortar and online booksellers choose books they want to sell as a way
of connecting readers and writers. Are you aware that only eight per-
cent of writers actually make a living writing books? 

Most of us in the book industry honor the value of every contribution
that  makes books come alive in our culture. While there is a slim
profit margin at each step, we’ve honored the fact that everyone
needs to achieve that slim profit to remain sustainable. 

In this issue of our newsletter, you’ll find books from a variety of pub-
lishers with a special nod to books published by Hachette imprints
and divisions. Some of our favorite novelists are back with new sum-
mer releases and you’ll find some steamy love stories, mysteries, and
thrillers to keep you engrossed until the very last page. If you know
of a little one heading off to school, there are some adorable tales to
help them along and if you’re ready for a new project, there are some
fun DIY books with beautiful items to make by hand.      

We want to thank you for choosing to shop locally and for shopping
with us at Octavia Books. Especially in today’s world — where most
every retail business has its challenges and is vulnerable to online
merchants — we remain grateful to people like you who value fair-
ness, understand the importance of a strong local economy, and sup-
port local businesses like ours who reinvest in our community.

Enjoy these last days of summer! We hope to see you soon! 

Dear Booklover,
OCTAVIA BOOKS BOOK CLUB

Third Saturday at 10:30 am

Saturday, August 16, 10:30 am
And the Mountains Echoed by Khaled Hosseini
Favorite author Khaled Hosseini (The Kite Runner and A Thousand Splendid
Suns) and his most recent novel And the Mountains Echoed ($16, Riverhead,
9781594632389) will prompt us to discuss how we love, how we take care of
one another, and how the choices we make resonate through generations.
In this tale revolving around not just parents and children but brothers and
sisters, cousins and caretakers, Hosseini explores the many ways in which

families nurture, wound, betray, honor, and sacrifice for one another; and how often we are
surprised by the actions of those closest to us, at the times that matter most.

Saturday, September 20, 10:30 am
The Good Lord Bird by James McBride
From the bestselling author of The Color of Water is The Good Lord Bird
($16, Riverhead, 9781594632785), McBride’s moving and entertaining story
of a young boy born a slave who joins John Brown’s antislavery crusade —
and who must pass as a girl to survive.
Henry Shackleford is a young slave living in the Kansas Territory in 1857,
when the region is a battleground between anti- and pro-slavery forces.
When John Brown, the legendary abolitionist, arrives in the area, an argu-

ment between Brown and Henry’s master quickly turns violent. Henry is forced to
leave town — with Brown, who believes he’s a girl. Over the ensuing months, Henry

— whom Brown nicknames Little Onion — conceals his true identity as he struggles to stay
alive. Eventually Little Onion finds himself with Brown at the historic raid on Harpers
Ferry in 1859, one of the great catalysts for the Civil War. Please join us for a discussion of
identity and survival.

OCTAVIA BOOKS SCIENCE FICTION BOOK CLUB
Second Saturday at 10:30 am

Saturday, August 9, 10:30am
Sensation by Nick Mamatas
When Julia Hernandez leaves her husband, shoots a real estate developer,
and then vanishes without a trace, she slips out of the world she knew and
into the Simulacrum — a place where human history is both guided and
thwarted by the conflict between a species of anarchist wasps and a collec-
tive of hyperintelligent spiders. When Julia’s ex-husband Raymond spots
her in a grocery store, he’s soon drawn into an underworld of radical polit-

ical gestures where Julia is the new media sensation of both this world and the Simulacrum.
Mamatas develops the story from the collective point of view of another species and plays
with the elements of the Simulacrum apparent in real life — media reports, business speak,
blog entries, text messages, psychological-evaluation forms, and the lies lovers tell one
another — and poses a fascinating idea that displaces human beings from the center of the
universe and makes them simply the pawns of two warring species. Join in the discussion of
Sensation ($14.95, PM Press, 9781604863543), a memorable allegorical novel that chal-
lenges the status quo with wit and insight.

Saturday, September 13, 10:30 am
The Dreams Our Stuff Is Made of: 
How Science Fiction Conquered the World by Thomas Disch
Disch, one of science fiction’s most acclaimed novelists, offers an engrossing
journey through the books, movies, and television programs that have shaped
our perspective of both the present and the future. In an uncompromising,
often irreverent survey of the genre from Edgar Allan Poe to Philip K. Dick
to Star Trek, Disch analyzes science fiction’s impact on technological innova-

tion, fashion, lifestyle, military strategy, the media, and much more. The Dreams Our Stuff Is
Made Of ($17.99, Free Press, 9780684859781) reveals how this “pulp genre” has captured the
popular imagination while transforming the physical and social world in which we live.

COME JOIN THE CONVERSATION!

BOOK CLUBS

Available
8/30



Love Takes Center Stage
Love Letters
Between her reputation as a knitter and author with more
than 100 million books in print in 23 languages, Debbie
Macomber has quite the following. Her legions of fans
won’t be disappointed with her latest novel, Love Letters
($26, Ballantine, 9780553391138), set at Cedar Cove’s
Rose Harbor Inn. Three visitors arrive at the inn, intent to
set out on new paths — much like proprietor Jo Marie.
Can a well-timed love letter inspire hope and mend a bro-
ken heart? Macomber reveals the courage it takes to be
vulnerable, accepting, and open to love in this enchanting
story.

Sweet Spot
It’s love at first sight when baseball superstar Chase
Walker first meets the entrepreneurial Amanda at her
restaurant. Amanda has no interest in competing with the
herd of stick-thin women chasing after Chase, but discov-
ers that he really isn’t interested in playing the field. When
Amanda finds a few of Chase’s sexy and very secret pre-
game rituals to be a turn-on, she becomes his number one
fan — until a tabloid discovers the truth. Sweet Spot
($26.99, Wm. Morrow, 9780062234810) is a delightful fol-
low-up to Stephanie Evanovich’s best-selling debut, Big
Girl Panties.

Fast Track
Cordelia Kane has always been a daddy’s girl. So when he
has a serious heart attack, Cordelia is devastated, even
more so when he reveals the shocking truth about her
mother. Hotel magnate Alden Madison, oblivious to the
fact that Cordelia has had a crush on him, is railroaded
into helping her seek out her mother for the answers to
her questions. Sparks fly and a volatile family drama
ensues in Fast Track ($26.95, Dutton, 9780525954453), yet
another romantic thriller from best-selling author Julie
Garwood. 

One Plus One
Ever since the debut of Me Before You, Jojo Moyes has
captivated readers and reviewers alike. In her new “oppo-
sites attract” love story, One Plus One ($27.95, Pamela
Dorman, 9780525426585), Jess and her children need a
knight in shining armor to rescue them. But the “knight”
turns out to be the geeky Ed, an obnoxious tech million-
aire whose vacation home Jess happens to clean. You’ll
laugh, you’ll weep, and when you flip the last page, you’ll
want to start all over again!

Big Little Lies
Three women in a small beachside community are each at a
crossroads, albeit for different reasons. Madeline’s teenage
daughter is more enamored of her ex-husband and his new
wife; Celeste is flustered by her rambunctious twin boys; and
Jane — so young that another mother mistakes her for the
nanny — harbors secret doubts about her son. In Big Little
Lies ($26.95, Amy Einhorn, 9780399167065), bestselling
author Liane Moriarty knows a thing or two about ex-hus-
bands and second wives, mothers and daughters, schoolyard
scandal, and the dangerous little lies we tell ourselves just to
survive.

The Girls of August
Every August, four women would gather together to spend
a week at the beach, renting a new house each year. The rit-
ual began when they were in their twenties and their hus-
bands were in medical school, and became a mainstay of
every summer thereafter. Their only criteria were ocean-
front and isolation, with a desire to strengthen their far-
flung friendships. But when one dies tragically, the group
slowly drifts apart. Years later, a new marriage reunites
them in The Girls of August ($27, Grand Central,
9780446527958), where startling discoveries will change
them in ways they never expected. Anne Rivers Siddons’s
19th novel is a classic beach-read!

Colorless Tsukuru Tazaki 
and His Years of Pilgrimage
When Haruki Murakami’s latest novel was released in
Japan, it sold more than a million copies in the first week
alone. On August 12th, it will be our turn to be engrossed in
this story of one man’s attempt to overcome a colorless and
empty life by reuniting with high school friends to find out
why they had shunned him years earlier. Colorless Tsukuru
Tazaki and His Years of Pilgrimage ($25.95, Knopf,
9780385352109) finds Tazaki coming to terms with buried
emotions and missed opportunities.

Close Your Eyes, Hold Hands
Many of Chris Bohjalian’s previous novels, like Midwives,
Skeletons at the Feast, and The Sandcastle Girls, have trans-
ported us to another place and time. But his latest, Close
Your Eyes, Hold Hands ($25.95, Doubleday, 9780385534833),
narrated by a teenage runaway, is heartbreaking and wildly
inventive. Emily Shepard believes that she is the daughter of
the most hated man in America, after he might have been
responsible for the cataclysmic meltdown of a nuclear power
plant. She assumes a new identity inspired by Emily
Dickinson, but can’t outrun her past in this story of loss,
adventure, and the search for friendship in the wake of
catastrophe.
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Fortune Hunter
Daisy Goodwin brings us an irresistible story of the
public lives and private longings of grand historical fig-
ures in Fortune Hunter ($26.99, St. Martin’s Press,
9781250043894). Empress Elizabeth of Austria, known
as “Sisi,” is the Princess Diana of nineteenth-century
Europe. Unfulfilled in her marriage to the older
Emperor Franz Joseph, Sisi finds herself drawn to Bay
Middleton, the finest horseman in England. Indebted
to heiress Charlotte Baird, Capt. Middleton could
jeopardize everyone’s future in this triangle of love. 

The Care and Management of Lies
Best known for her best-selling Maisie Dobbs novels,
Jacqueline Winspear returns with The Care and
Management of Lies ($26.99, Harper, 9780062220509).
Friends since girlhood, Kezia and Thea find the ties
between them to have become strained, in no small
part by Kezia’s imminent marriage to Thea’s brother,
Tom, who runs the family farm. When WWI breaks
out, Tom enlists and heads to the front, while Kezia
struggles to keep her life from unraveling. They hide
their despair in cards and letters filled with stories
woven to bring comfort. Will well-intended lies be of
any use when face-to-face with the enemy?

Lucky Us
Even more affecting than Amy Bloom’s last novel,
Away, Lucky Us ($26, Random House, 9781400067244)
is a fantastically funny novel of love, heartbreak, and
luck. Iris and Eva are two teenaged half-sisters who
journey through 1940s America in search of fame and
fortune. As they venture from small-town Ohio to the
temptations of Hollywood, then on to the jazz clubs
and golden mansions of Long Island, they stumble
through a landscape of big dreams, scandals, betrayals,
and war, meeting unforgettable characters along the
way. Lucky us, indeed!

Wayfaring Stranger
James Lee Burke, the author of 30 previous novels, is
the rare winner of two Edgar Awards, and named
Grand Master by the Mystery Writers of America. His
latest, Wayfaring Stranger ($27.99, Simon & Schuster,
9781476710792), is a sprawling story that takes a young
boy from a chance encounter with Bonnie and Clyde to
the trenches of World War II and the oil fields along

History & Mystery
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the Texas-Louisiana coast. In this morality tale and
thriller rolled into one, we come to know one man’s
struggle to live with integrity in postwar America.

The Secret Place
Detective Stephen Moran is looking to get his foot in
the door of the Dublin Murder Squad when 16-year-old
Holly Mackey brings him a photo of the popular and
handsome Chris Harper, with the inscription “I know
who killed him.” When Moran joins forces with the
abrasive Detective Antoinette Conway, they discover
that the private underworld of the teenage girls at St.
Kilda’s is both mysterious and dangerous. Tana
French’s exploration of friendship and loyalty, The
Secret Place ($27.95, Viking, 9780670026326), shows
why French has deserved every award she’s won.

Sight Unseen
Iris Johansen has once again teamed up with her son
Roy Johansen to bring us Sight Unseen ($27.99, St.
Martin’s Press, 9781250020529), a suspense-filled crime
thriller. Before the experimental surgery that gave her
sight, Kendra Michaels developed her other senses to
an amazing capacity. Law enforcement agencies clamor
for her rare powers of perception and observation, so
it’s hardly a surprise that Kendra is the first to discover
that a traffic accident is actually a murder scene. More
troubling is Kendra’s realization that the murderer con-
siders himself an artist — appreciative of her talents —
who hides behind a mask of sanity, sight unseen.

Keep Your Friends Close
Natty and Sean Wainwright have a rock-solid marriage,
or so it seemed when Natty’s college friend Eve volun-
teers to stay with Sean when Natty rushes to her daugh-
ter’s side as she falls ill on an overseas school trip. Natty
returns, only to find that Sean has fallen in love with
Eve. A mysterious note arrives, suggesting that Eve is a
serial mistress with fatal consequences, forcing Natty to
navigate a treacherous maze of secrets and lies that
threatens her life and the safety of her loved ones. After
Paula Daly’s debut, Just What Kind of Mother Are You?,
Keep Your Friends Close ($25, Grove Press, 978-
0802123206) again shows that she is a new thriller
writer to watch.

Available
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What would our community 
be without an independent 
bookstore? If you find it
here, please buy it here!
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Midnight Thief
Growing up on the streets of Forge has taught Kyra how to
get by on her own. Tristam of Brancel is a young Palace
knight who vows to avenge the death of his friend with a
clan of vicious warriors. When a fateful raid throws Kyra
and Tristam together, the two realize that their best chance
for survival — and vengeance — might be to join forces.
As their loyalties are tested to the breaking point, they
learn a startling secret about Kyra’s past that threatens to
reshape both their lives. Livia Blackburne’s debut novel
Midnight Thief ($16.99, Disney Press, 9781423176381) is a
fast-paced fantasy that will keep you wondering about the
future of Forge and its people.

The Young World
A group of young survivors assemble into tightly run tribes
after a mysterious sickness wipes out the rest of the popu-
lation. Jefferson, the reluctant leader of the Washington
Square tribe, and Donna, the girl with whom he’s secretly
in love, have carved out a precarious existence among the
chaos. But when another tribe member discovers a clue
that may hold the cure to the sickness, five teens set out on
a life-altering road trip to save humankind in The Young
World ($19, Little Brown, 9780316226295), a captivating
debut novel — first in a series by Chris Weitz.

Mortal Danger
Edie Kramer has a score to settle with the beautiful people
at Blackbriar Academy. Their cruelty drove her to the
brink of despair, and four months ago, she couldn’t imag-
ine being strong enough to face her senior year. But thanks
to a Faustian compact with the enigmatic Kian, she has the
power to make the bullies pay. Bestselling author Ann
Aguirre (Razorland Trilogy) presents the first installment
in the Immortal Game series, Mortal Danger ($17.99,
Feiwel & Friends, 9781250024640), a murky morass of
devil’s bargains where Edie isn’t sure who — or what —
she can trust. 

Skink — No Surrender
Favorite author Carl Hiaasen first introduced “Skink,” one
of his most iconic and beloved characters, some 25 years
ago. Now, teen readers will get to meet him for the first
time in Skink — No Surrender ($18.99, Knopf, 978-
0375870514). Classic Malley takes off with some guy she
met online to avoid being shipped off to boarding school.
Poor Richard knows his cousin is in trouble before she
does. And Skink, the ragged, one-eyed ex-governor of
Florida, is enough of a renegade to think he can track
Malley down. With Skink at the wheel, the search for a
missing girl is both nail-bitingly tense and laugh-out-
loud funny.

On the Run Funny, Funny
Live from New York
To celebrate the 40th anniversary of “Saturday Night
Live,” bestselling authors James Miller and Tom
Shales have returned to Studio 8H to raucously
reveal a dazzling galaxy of trail-blazing talent. 
Live from New York: The Complete, Uncensored 
History of Saturday Night Live, as Told by Stars,
Writers, and Guests ($30, Little Brown,
9780316295048) is a tremendously fun tribute to an
American cultural icon.

What If? 
Millions of people each week visit xkcd, Randall
Munroe’s wildly popular webcomic, for his hilarious
and informative answers to important questions you
probably never thought to ask. What If?: Serious
Scientific Answers to Absurd Hypothetical Questions
($24, HMH, 9780544272996) is an informative feast
for anyone who loves strange questions and 
ponder the hypothetical answers. Fascinating and
entertaining!

Just My Typo
It’s time to accept the truth: typos are everywhere.
Legal documents are riddled with errors, headlines
of respectable publications are rife with misspellings,
and even your favorite books need a few reprints to
get everything right. In Just My Typo: “Sinning with
the Choir” to “The Untied States” ($11.99, Three
Rivers, 9780385346603), Drummond Moir presents
an irresistible collection of the most humorous, mis-
takenly poignant, and downright awful typos, cele-
brating the humanity of our errors and the timeless-
ness of mistakes.
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Let’s Read Together
If Animals Kissed Good Night
We have our evening rituals, so why shouldn’t
animals have them too? In a cozy bedtime chat
with her mom, a young girl wonders how ani-
mal families might say good night. Would Wolf
and his pup “kiss and then HOWL”? Would
Bear and her cub “Kiss and then GROWL”?
Ann Whitford Paul’s If Animals Kissed Good
Night ($7.99, FSG, 9780374300210) is filled
with whimsical art and playful rhyming verse,
perfect for bedtime snuggles. Ages 3-6

No Nap! Yes Nap!
Dashing from family room to living room, both
on the table and under it, through the kitchen
and even hiding in the laundry basket, mommy
and baby collapse — AT LAST — fast asleep
in a chair. With his retro style, acclaimed artist
Dan Yaccarino captures this hilarious romp in
No Nap! Yes Nap! ($17, Little Brown,
9780316248211) by Margie Palatini, a story
filled with her signature humor and rollicking
sing-song read-along. Ages 2-5

Day Dreamers
Whether cloud-gazing or wandering through a
museum, reading a book or playing in a tide-
pool, the children in Day Dreamers: A Journey
of Imagination ($17.99, RH, 9780385376709)
find themselves in places inhabited by magical
creatures such as dragons, unicorns, griffins,
and jackalopes. Emily Winfield Martin (Dream
Animals) returns with a beautiful picture book
that encourages us to let our imaginations run
free for fantastical day dreams. Ages 3-6

Quest
In another stunning wordless fantasy by Aaron
Becker (Journey), the king emerges from a hid-
den door in a city park, startling two children
taking shelter from the rain. When the king
pushes a map and some strange objects into
their hands, the children get caught up in a
quest to rescue the king and his kingdom from
darkness while illuminating the farthest reach-
es of their imagination. Quest ($15.99,
Candlewick, 9780763665951) is a visually cap-
tivating story. Ages 4-8

The Little School Bus
Hop on the bus! Join Driver Bob, the school bus driv-
er, and his little school bus as they wake early, pick up
the children, and drop them off at school. Then it’s off
to the garage to fix a tail light. Margery Cuyler’s lyrical
text and catchy rhyme, along with Bob Kolar’s bright
pictures, make The Little School Bus ($12.99, Holt,
9780805094350) a perfect choice for little ones who
will soon be riding the bus themselves! Ages 3-6

Bats in the Band
A late-spring night sky fills with bats flocking to a the-
ater, already echoing and booming with delightful
sounds of music. The bats celebrate the rhythm of the
night, and the positive power of music in Bats in the
Band ($17.99, Harcourt, 9780544105690), Brian Lies’s
newest celebration of bats and their dazzling world of
joyous noise and cheer! Ages 4-8

My Pet Book
Most pets are cats and dogs, but what happens when a
boy wants a different kind of pet — one that doesn’t
meow or bark? Bob Staake returns with My Pet Book
($17.99, RH, 9780385373128), an exuberant tale of a
little boy and the pet of his dreams — a story that will
appeal to anyone whose best friends are … books!
Books make the perfect pets, the boy decides, so he
chooses a bright red one. When it goes missing, a live-
ly adventure is in store for readers who love a happy
ending. Soon kids everywhere will wish for a pet book
of their very own. Ages 3-7

Amelia Bedelia Shapes Up
Amelia Bedelia’s friends and classmates all have a par-
ticular sport that they love and are good at. Amelia
Bedelia loves sports and games of all kinds, for differ-
ent reasons. She has fun (and she loves to dribble and
dunk and run home), but she is not the fastest or
strongest or quickest at anything. In the fifth book of
this bestselling series, America’s favorite housekeeper
takes to the field, yoga mat, and the track with hilari-
ous results in Amelia Bedelia Shapes Up ($4.99,
Greenwillow, 9780062333964).
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Gabriel Finley & 
the Raven’s Riddle
How can 11-year-old Gabriel find his missing father,
who seems to have vanished without a trace? With
the help of Paladin — a young raven with whom he
has a magical bond that enables them to become one
creature — he flies to the foreboding land of
Aviopolis, where he must face a series of difficult
challenges and unanswerable riddles that could lead
to his father . . . or to his death. You’ll get lost in
Gabriel Finley & the Raven’s Riddle ($16.99, Schwartz
& Wade, 9780385371032), a fast-paced, rich fantasy
novel by George Hagen. Ages 9-12

Percy Jackson’s Greek Gods
The son of Poseidon has been approached by his
publisher to write all he knows about the Greek
gods and responds with, “Can we do this anony-
mously? Because I don’t need the Olympians mad
at me again.” Percy writes about how the world
was created, gives his personal take on everyone
from Apollo to Zeus and exposes the lying, steal-
ing, backstabbing horror shows and more in
Percy Jackson’s Greek Gods ($24.99, Disney
Press, 9781423183648) by the amazing Rick
Riordan. Ages 10-13

The Shadow Hero
In the comic book boom of the 1940s, a legend was born:
the Green Turtle. He solved crimes and fought injus-
tice… and held a secret identity. Gene Luen Yang brings
back the Green Turtle and creates an origin for the story
in The Shadow Hero ($17.99, First Second,
9781596436978). With artwork by Sonny Lieu, this gor-
geous, funny comic adventure offers a new spin on the
long, rich tradition of American comics lore. Ages 12-18

Hungry
In Thalia’s world, there is no more food and no need
for food, as everyone takes medication to ward off
hunger. Her parents both work for the company that
developed the drugs society consumes to quell any
food cravings, and they live a life of privilege as a
result. When Thalia meets a boy who is part of an
underground movement to bring food back, she real-
izes that there is an entire world outside her own.
H.A. Swain’s Hungry ($16.99, Feiwel & Friends, 978-
1250028297) propels us into a future without food.
Ages 13-18

Go On a Reading Adventure
Life on Mars
Twelve-year-old Arcturus Betelgeuse Chambers comes from a
family of stargazers and his quest to find life on other planets is
unstoppable. But when Arty’s family announces that they’re
moving to Las Vegas, the City of Lights threatens to put an end
to his stargazing dreams forever — especially when he has to
stay with his scary next door neighbor while his parents look for
a house. Jennifer Brown’s Life on Mars ($16.99, Bloomsbury,
9781619632523) is a heartwarming story of true friendship —
earthly or otherwise. Ages 8-12

The Land of Stories
In the third book in Chris Colfer’s bestselling series, the
Brothers Grimm have a warning for the Land of Stories.
Conner Bailey thinks his fairy-tale adventures are behind
him — until he discovers a mysterious clue left by the
famous Brothers Grimm — and sets off on a mission across
Europe to crack a two hundred year old code. Meanwhile,
Alex Bailey is training to become the next Fairy Godmother
with not much success. Can the twins join forces to save the
day? Find out in The Land of Stories: A Grimm Warning ($18,
Little Brown, 9780316406819). Ages 8-12

Warriors Super Edition: 
Bramblestar’s Storm
The Dark Forest has been defeated, and Bramblestar is now
leader of ThunderClan. But the warrior cats must now weath-
er a new kind of storm — or all four Clans will be swept away.
Join the legion of fans who have discovered the epic adven-
tures, fierce warrior cats, and thrilling fantasy world of the
mega-bestselling Warriors series by Erin Hunter. Whether
you’re new to the series or a dedicated fan, Warriors Super
Edition: Bramblestar’s Storm ($18.99, HarperCollins, 978-
0062291431) is a trip into a thrilling fantasy world. Ages 8-11

Family Ties
Kevin Spencer is the glue that holds his family together.
When his wacky relatives decide to have a double wedding in
the backyard, Kevin takes charge. Planning two weddings is
a great way to impress his girlfriend, Tina Zabinski, the Most
Beautiful and Best-Smelling Girl in the World. But as more
and more relatives come to stay, things spiral out of control.
Tying the knot has Kevin tied up in knots in Gary Paulsen’s
laugh-out-loud Family Ties ($12.99, Wendy Lamb,
9780385373807). Ages 9-12
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Unruly Places
Come explore the most extraordinary, off-grid, offbeat
places on the planet in Alastair Bonnett’s Unruly Places ($25,
HMH, 9780544101579), a tour of the planet’s most unlikely
micro-nations, moving villages, secret cities, and no-man’s
lands. Bonnett connects what we see on maps to what’s hap-
pening in the world by looking at the places that are hardest
to pin down: inaccessible zones, improvised settlements,
multiple cities sharing the same space. A great adventure
you can take in the comfort of your own favorite lawn chair!

My Two Italies
Joseph Luzzi, the first American-born child in his Italian
family, became a professor of Italian, yet felt alienated from
his own parents’ roots. There was the Italy of food and art
and the Italy of poverty and superstition in his family’s vil-
lage of Calabria. Travel with Luzzi on his personal journey to
sort out the enduring disconnect between the ideal Italy that
is admired as the center of civilization and the ongoing
forces that shape Italy’s north-south divide and its strange
and fascinating modern history. My Two Italies ($23, FSG,
9780374298692) is an insightful and heart-felt story of con-
nection and identity.

Shadows in the Vineyard
In 2010, Aubert de Villaine, the famed proprietor of the
Domaine de la Romanee Conti, the tiny, storied vineyard
that produces the most expensive and exquisite wines in the
world, received an anonymous note threatening the destruc-
tion of his priceless wines by poison. Villaine believed it to
be a sick joke, but that proved a fatal miscalculation as the
ensuing crime shocked this fabled region of France. In
Shadows in the Vineyard ($27, Twelve, 9781455516100),
award-winning journalist Maximillian Potter takes us deep
into a world full of fascinating characters, small-town French
politics, and a local culture defined by excess, vitality and the
deep reverent attention to the land.

It’s Not Love, It’s Just Paris
In Patricia Engel’s novel, Lita del Cielo has been granted
one year to pursue her studies in Paris before returning to
work in the family business. She moves into a gently crum-
bling Left Bank mansion known as “The House of Stars,”
where the spirited but bedridden Countess Seraphine rents
out rooms to young women visiting Paris to work, study, and,
unofficially, to find love. Now available in paperback, It’s Not
Love, It’s Just Paris ($16, Grove, 9780802122698) is a portrait
of a Paris caught between old world grandeur and the inter-
national greenblood elite, and an exploration of one
woman’s journey to distinguish honesty from artifice and lay
claim to her own life.

Fascinating World
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Travels with Casey
“I don’t think my dog likes me very much,” New York Times
Magazine writer Benoit Denizet-Lewis confesses at the
beginning of his journey with his nine-year-old Labrador-
mix, Casey. Over the next four months, thirty-two states, and
13,000 miles in a rented motor home, Denizet-Lewis and his
canine companion attempt to pay tribute to the most power-
ful interspecies bond there is, in the country with the highest
rate of dog ownership in the world. Travels with Casey ($26,
S&S, 9781439146934) is an adventure, a love story, and a
clear-eyed look at the relationships between humans and
their furry companions.

The Owl Who Liked Sitting on Caesar
Martin Windrow was a war historian with little experience
with pets when he adopted an owl the size of a corncob.
Adorable but with knife-sharp talons, Mumble learned to
speak and fly and adapt to her unusual life. In this charming
and unusual love story that lasted fifteen years, Windrow
shares sketches, photos, journal entries, and his most fasci-
nating tale of life with his adored tawny owl in The Owl Who
Liked Sitting on Caesar ($26, FSG, 9780374228460).

The Language of Food
Travel through the world of language, history and food with
Stanford University professor Dan Jurafsky in The Language
of Food: A Linguist Reads the Menu ($26.95, W.W. Norton,
9780393240832). We discover a surprising history of culinary
exchange — a sharing of ideas and culture as much as shar-
ing ingredients and flavors — in this extraordinary and
delightful work peppered with knowledge and wit.

Available
7/29

Available
8/12

Available
9/15

The journey of 
a lifetime starts
with the turning
of a page.

� - Rachel Anders



Big Questions
The Nixon Defense
Watergate forever changed American politics, and in light
of the revelations about the NSA’s widespread surveil-
lance program, the scandal has taken on new significance.
Former White House Counsel John W. Dean draws on his
own transcripts of almost a thousand conversations, a
wealth of Nixon’s secretly recorded information and doc-
uments to provide the definitive answer to the question:
What did President Nixon know and when did he know it?
In what will stand as the most authoritative account of one
of America’s worst political scandals, The Nixon Defense
($35, Viking, 9780670025367) shows how the disastrous
mistakes of Watergate could have been avoided and offers
a cautionary tale for our own time.

The Nixon Tapes
President Nixon’s voice-activated taping system captured
every word spoken in the Oval Office, Cabinet Room,
and other key locations in the White House, and at
Camp David — 3,700 hours of recordings between 1971
and 1973. Yet less than 5% of them have been tran-
scribed, until now. Thanks to Professor Luke Nichter’s
work in transcribing the tapes, The Nixon Tapes ($35,
HMH, 978-0544274150) provides a never-before-seen
glimpse into a flawed president’s hubris, paranoia, and
political genius.

Before the First Shots Are Fired
For the better part of the last half century, the U.S. has been the World’s Police,
claiming to defend ideologies, allies, and our national security through brute force.
But is military action always the most appropriate response? Drawing on his vast
experience, from combat in Vietnam to peacekeeping in Somalia, to war games in
Washington, DC and negotiations with former rebels in the Philippines, retired

four-star General Tony Zinni argues that we have a lot of
work to do to make the process of going to war — or not —
more clear-eyed and ultimately successful. Before the First
Shots Are Fired ($27, Palgrave, 9781137279385) is a hard-
hitting analysis of the history of America’s use of military
action and a spirited call for change.

The Impulse Society
Paul Roberts (The End of Oil and The End of Food) now
turns his attention to how our entire socioeconomic system
has become one giant engine devoted to the selfish, short-
term impulses of individuals, CEOs and politicians —
while ignoring the pressing, long-term needs of society —
in The Impulse Society ($28, Bloomsbury, 9781608198146).
Roberts calls for us to question our collective obsession
with “maximizing returns” regardless of social impacts to
make choices that create a path to a different and brighter
future.

Unretirement
Humans have always found meaning and motivation in work
and community, and the boomer generation, poised to live
longer in better health than any before, is already discover-
ing “unretirement.” Their wisdom and experience — even
more so, their continued earnings — will enrich the
American workplace, treasury, and our whole society in the
decades to come. Economics editor Chris Farrell
(Marketplace Money) explains this seismic change and pro-
vides key insights and practical advice for boomers about to
navigate this exciting new frontier in Unretirement ($26,
Bloomsbury, 9781620401576).
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Available
9/2

Available
9/2

Available
9/2

Available
7/29

Agent Storm
Morten Storm was an unlikely Jihadi. A six-foot-one
red-haired Dane, Storm spent his teens in and out of
trouble, converted to Islam, then attended a militant
madrasah in Yemen, even named his son Osama and
became close friends with Anwar al-Awlaki. In Agent
Storm ($26, Atlantic Monthly, 9780802123145), he
takes us inside the jihadist world and we get a look at
his dangerous life undercover as a double agent for
the American, British, and Danish intelligence agen-
cies in this real-life espionage tale.

A Spy Among Friends
Kim Philby was the greatest spy in history, a brilliant
and charming man who rose to head Britain’s counter-
intelligence against the Soviet Union during the height
of the Cold War — while he was secretly working for
the enemy. Master storyteller Ben Macintyre offers the
true story of a WWII double-agent in A Spy Among
Friends ($27, Crown, 9780804136631), filled with heart-
pounding suspense and keen psychological insight.
Avail. 7/29

Available
9/2

Available
7/29



Wild Things to Sew & Wear
Halloween is around the corner, yet children will want
to wear these simple, bold, and playful clothes any day.
Learn how to create adorable wearables in the shape
of woodland animals, wild animals, and farm animals
in Wild Things to Sew & Wear ($22.99, Griffin,
9781250049506) by Molly Goodall. A bonus CD with
patterns along with tips and ideas make the designs
suitable for all skill levels.

The Belle and Boo 
Book of Crafts 
Artist Mandy Sutcliffe, known for her nostalgic
storybook-style illustrations for children, has cre-
ated Belle, an adorable little girl who spends her
days playing with her faithful friend and confidant,
a pet rabbit named Boo. In The Belle and Boo Book
of Crafts ($24.95, Roost, 9781611801828), you’ll
find 25 one-of-a-kind projects — like a tooth fairy
pillow for your child’s room or an explorer’s
satchel for outdoor excursions — to bring more
magic and make-believe into our lives.

Dinner: The Playbook
When Jenny Rosenstrach’s kids were little, her dinner
rotation looked like this: Pasta, Pizza, Pasta, Burgers,
Pasta. She missed her pre-kid time in the kitchen cook-
ing more creatively. She and her husband, Andy, —
with the crazy schedules of two working parents —
decided to embark on a family adventure: cook thirty
new dishes in a single month. In Dinner: The Playbook
($20, Ballantine, 9780345549808), you’ll read her story
as well as get weekly meal plans, organizing tips, and
more than eighty kid-vetted recipes.

A Beautiful Mess 
Happy Handmade Home
Step inside the homes of Elsie Larson and Emma
Chapman, the sisters from the popular style blog A
Beautiful Mess, to discover more than 100 DIY ideas
with an upbeat spirit and modern style. You’ll have fun
learning how to make mismatched furniture work, how
to hang the perfect gallery wall, create a hand-lettered
statement wall featuring your favorite quote — and
much more in A Beautiful Mess Happy Handmade Home:
A Room-by-Room Guide to Painting, Crafting, and
Decorating a Cheerful, More Inspiring Space ($21.99,
Potter Style, 9780770434052).

The Fabric of Our Lives
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The Grain Brain Cookbook
Dr. David Perlmutter’s groundbreaking bestseller
Grain Brain revolutionized the way we think about our
health. The Grain Brain Cookbook ($30, Little Brown,
9780316334259) presents more than 150 delectable
gluten-free recipes to keep your brain vibrant and your
body fit, all while dramatically reducing your risk for —
and treating — Alzheimer’s, depression, ADHD, and
epilepsy, as well as relieving more common, everyday
conditions like chronic headaches, insomnia, anxiety,
and “senior moments” of forgetfulness. Eat well and be
well.

The New Puberty
The coming-of-age experience has changed dramatically,
with girls maturing sooner than ever. Why are girls devel-
oping earlier than they did a generation ago and what are
the potential physical and emotional consequences?
Physicians Louise Greenspan and Julianna Deardorff
present their research and help parents, coaches, teach-
ers, and family members help girls move forward with
confidence in The New Puberty ($26.95, Rodale, 978-
1623363420), ensuring their optimal health and happi-
ness for the future.

Love Cycles
“Passion always peters out.” “Beware the seven-year itch.”
“The honeymoon is over once reality sets in.” These
notions may be clichés, but they have kernels of truth. Yet
there is a way to read and navigate these times to build
long-term love. In Love Cycles ($14.95, NWL,
9781608683000), veteran couples therapist Linda Carroll
shows how to find your way to an authentic intimate rela-
tionship by joyfully and honestly embracing inner personal
development and mastering the five essential stages of love
as a reward and prerequisite for whole-hearted loving.

My Family and Other Hazards
When June Melby was ten years old, her parents whimsi-
cally decided to buy a miniature golf course in the small
Wisconsin town where they vacationed every summer. In
My Family and Other Hazards ($25, Holt, 9780805098310),
Melby recreates all the squabbling, confusion, and ulti-
mate triumph of one family’s quest to build something
together, and in so doing, brings to life the joys of one of
America’s favorite pastimes. A funny, heart-warming
memoir about saying good-bye to your childhood home.

Available
9/9

Available
9/9

Available
9/9Available

9/16

Available
8/26

Available
8/26



The Pot & the Palette Cookbook:
More Than 100 Recipes from
Louisiana’s Greatest Restaurants
With Artwork by Louisiana’s Most
Talented Student Artists   
Louisiana’s culinary heritage is brought to life
through more than 50 stunning artworks created by

Louisiana high school student artists. The Pot & The Palette Cookbook
($24.95, 9780615863412) includes more than 100 recipes from some of
Louisiana’s top chefs and restaurants. The artwork featureds winners
and participants of an annual art scholarship contest hosted by the
George Rodrigue Foundation of the Arts. Proceeds from the book ben-
efit arts education initiatives for Louisiana’s youth, another reason to
add this to your collection!

American Catch: 
The Fight for Our Local Seafood
In American Catch ($26.95, Penguin, 9781594-
204487), award-winning author Paul Greenberg takes
the same skills that won him acclaim in Four Fish to
uncover the tragic unraveling of the nation’s seafood
supply — telling the surprising story of why Ameri-
cans stopped eating from their own waters.

In 2005, the United States imported five billion
pounds of seafood, nearly double what we imported

twenty years earlier. Bizarrely, during that same period, our seafood
exports quadrupled. Greenberg examines New York oysters, Gulf
shrimp, and Alaskan salmon to reveal how it came to be that 91 percent
of the seafood Americans eat is foreign. 

Magic in a Shaker: 
A Year of Spirited Libations
Allen, longtime bartender at New Orleans’ Carousel
Bar in the Hotel Monteleone, doles out sips and tips
in Magic in a Shaker ($22.95, Pelican, 978-
1455619894), a delightful, informative guide that
also presents recipes, histories, and tricks of the
trade in beautifully photographed pages. From the
warm rum cocktails of February to the delicate art of
the martini in September, every month is an intro-

duction to a different spirit. Start St. Patrick’s Day with a classic Irish
Coffee. Take the edge off of the August heat with a Pimm’s Cup.
Summon the spirit of fin de siecle with October’s absinthe recipes. Each
cocktail is a combination of disparate ingredients that, when combined,
create a new and exciting taste. It’s just like magic.

Rolland Golden: 
Life, Love, and Art in the French Quarter
In the early twentieth century, the French Quarter had
become home to a vibrant community of working artists
attracted to the atmosphere, architecture, and colorful
individuals who populated the scene. Louisiana painter
Rolland Golden was one of these artists to live, work, and
raise a family in this most storied corner of New Orleans.

His studio sat in a patio on Royal Street where he sketched and painted
many of the Dixieland musicians and created work capturing the architec-
ture for historic preservation. In Rolland Golden: Life, Love, and Art in the
French Quarter ($35, Univ. Press of Mississippi, 978162846128), Golden
shares the story of traveling  with his wife to the premiere of his exhibition
in Moscow, having been selected by a Russian envoy as the only American
artist to have a one-man touring exhibition in the former Soviet Union.
Along with this remarkable story, Golden shares nearly 150 black-and-
white and color illustrations and never-before-seen photos and sketches.

Never Stop to Think… 
Do I Have a Place for This?
In an age of picture-perfect interior design, best-sell-
ing author Mary Randolph Carter celebrates her high-
ly personal and creative approach to decor, illustrating
how to live stylishly with the many items you want to
treasure forever in Never Stop to Think… Do I Have a

Place for This? ($55, Rizzoli, 9780847842353). With her trademark style
and love of heirlooms and beautiful old objects, Carter delves into the
interiors of real-life tastemakers (antique dealers, fashion designers,
artists, and boutique owners) to explore how our homes are the perfect
canvas for our self-expression. Whether you are passionate about flea
market thrifting, have a collection of pedigreed antiques, or simply find
inspiration among the castoffs in your attic, this book is a tribute to mak-
ing artful interiors with your acquisitions.

LOCAL FLAVORS

Bad Feminist: Essays
This collection is better than Channing Tatum’s neck.
Roxane Gay uplifted me, tore me down, connected
with me, and spun me around in Bad Feminist
($15.99, Harper Perennial, 9780062282712). At cer-
tain points in my reading, I wanted to throw the book
right across the room because of the outrage Ms. Gay
provoked. At other points, I snorted laughter at her
descriptions and turns of phrase, which I then had to

share with my partner. I swear she plucked chapters straight from my
own experiences, which is a testament to how universal and necessary
this author’s voice is. You need this book.

— Veronica Brooks-Sigler

May We Recommend …



MICHAEL PITRE 
Fives and Twenty-Fives
Tuesday, August 26, 6 pm

Please join us to meet Michael Pitre, a history and
writing graduate of Louisiana State University who
joined the Marines in 2002 and deployed twice to
Iraq. His debut novel, Fives and Twenty-Fives ($27,
Bloomsbury, 9781620407547) has been called a
heart-stopping and necessary novel about the war
and its aftermath.

It’s the rule — always watch your fives and twenty-
fives. When a convoy halts to investigate a possible
roadside bomb, stay in the vehicle and scan five
meters in every direction. A bomb inside five meters
cuts through the armor, killing everyone in the truck.
Once clear, get out and sweep twenty-five meters. A
bomb inside twenty-five meters kills the dismounted
scouts investigating the road ahead. Fives and twen-

ty-fives mark the measure of a marine’s life in the road repair platoon.
Dispatched to fill potholes on the highways of Iraq, the platoon works to
assure safe passage for citizens and military personnel. Their mission
lacks the glory of the infantry, but in a war where every pothole might
contain a hidden bomb, road repair brings its own danger. 

Lieutenant Donavan leads the platoon, painfully aware of his shortcom-
ings and isolated by his rank. Doc Pleasant, the medic, joined for oppor-
tunity, but finds his pride undone as he watches friends die. And there’s
Kateb, known to the Americans as Dodge, an Iraqi interpreter whose
love of American culture — from hip-hop to the dog-eared copy of
“Huck Finn”he carries — is matched only by his disdain for what
Americans are doing to his country. Returning home, they exchange one
set of decisions and repercussions for another, struggling to find a place
in a world that no longer knows them.

KATY SIMPSON SMITH
The Story of Land and Sea
Thursday, September 4, 6 pm

Come join us to meet Katy Simpson Smith, dis-
cussing her debut novel The Story of Land and Sea
($26.99, Harper, 9780062335944), an elegant, yet
haunting story that captures the singular love
between parent and child, the devastation of love
lost, and the lonely paths we travel in the name of
renewal. 

Drawn to the ocean, ten-year-old Tabitha wanders
the marshes of her small coastal village and listens to

her father’s stories about his pirate voyages and the mother she never
knew. Since the loss of his wife Helen, John has remained land-bound
for their daughter, but when Tab contracts yellow fever, he turns to the
sea once more. Desperate to save his daughter, he takes her aboard a
sloop bound for Bermuda, hoping the salt air will heal her.

Years before, Helen herself was raised by a widowed father. Asa, the
devout owner of a small plantation, gives his daughter a young slave
named Moll for her tenth birthday. Left largely on their own, Helen and
Moll develop a close but uneasy companionship. Helen gradually takes
over the running of the plantation as the girls grow up, but when she
meets John, the pirate turned Continental soldier, she flouts convention
and her father’s wishes by falling in love. Moll, meanwhile, is forced into
marriage with a stranger. Her only solace is her son, Davy, whom she
will protect with a passion that defies the bounds of slavery.

“Smith’s soulful language of loss is almost biblical, and the descriptions
of her characters’ sorrows are poetic and moving.” — Publishers Weekly

MARK SCHAPIRO
Carbon Shock
Friday, September 5, 6 pm

As the world moves toward making more and more
polluters pay to emit carbon, a financial mystery
unfolds: What are the costs? Who has the responsi-
bility to pay for them? Who do you pay? How do
you pay? And what are the potential impacts? For
almost two decades, the primary topic of global cli-
mate negotiations has been to find a way to pay for
the costs of carbon, slow greenhouse gas emissions,
and stimulate a shift away from fossil fuels in order
to shrink the earth’s carbon footprint. 

Join us to listen to veteran journalist Mark Schapiro
as he discusses his efforts to research and write his
book Carbon Shock: A Tale of Risk and Calculus on

the Front Lines of a Disrupted Global Economy ($26, Chelsea Green,
9781603585576 ). He’ll illuminate the struggle to pinpoint carbon’s true
costs and allocate them fairly all while bumping up against the vagaries
of the free market, the lobbying power of corporations, the political
maneuverings of countries, and the tolerance of everyday consumers
buying a cup of coffee, a tank of gas, or an airplane ticket. 

As we approach the next climate negotiations in 2015, will the world
come to terms with the real price for carbon, and figure out a sensible
way to pay for it?

Be LOCAL
Buy LOCAL


